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With Declan O'Carroll on Fairie and Chris Gordon on Earth, what could go wrong? Try everything.

Scheming elves, deadly zombies, killer goblins, flaming dragons, and dirty diapers. With a growing,

insidious threat to Earth, Chris and Tanya race to save lives while Declan, Stacia, and friends work

just as hard to save their own lives on an alien world, far removed from the comforts and safety of

home. Only together will they overcome the odds. But, come on, with this team, maybe the odds

should look out.
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Very much enjoyed the book. I was on the edge for a 4.5 stars, primarily for the reasons others have

noted in other reviews. I enjoyed the multiple perspectives before in other books, alternating

between Chris and Declan viewpoints. In this one though, it seemed more jarring at times. And for

the criticism of more Mack than Declan at times, I have a feeling (based on some of the story hints)

that Mack may end up bearing more importantly in the upcoming stories. Or I could just be flat

wrong.Either way, good story and after reading it, it brought back enough good memories of the

team that I went back and read a few more of the more recent books just to refresh my memory the

different characters. I think if you like Conroe's world so far, then you will enjoy this book. Give it a

shot.

Like all of the previous books, this one is excellent. I particularly like the closing down decrescendo

at the end. It lets us all relax as the story comes to a close. As with previous reviews, however, I



really wish this author would get a copy editor who knew the difference between an opening single

quote and a leading apostrophe, and when to use me, myself, or I. That is very distracting and

makes the story difficult to read. Also, when used as the name of our planet, Earth is a proper noun

and should be capitalized. As my third-grade teacher used to say, neatness counts. So, but for

these issues, I would have given this book a rating of five stars.

Good addition in a good series. But not great. It moved along well but some of the main characters

from the series got sidelined. The solution to the alien menace was a bit contrived, seemingly this

was explained by magical "luck." But if we can use this to get out of situations we might as well just

goof off and count on our luck saving us. I am unclear how the queens could plot with a dragon

since they can't speak to one another. Declan not holding up his end of bargain with the land also

seemed contrary to his character. Possibly you could read this as stand alone book but reading the

series in order provides the greatest insight.

Mr. Conroe,I must give credit when it is DEFINITELY due. You see, I was in the Military, grew up in

the Military world thanks to both my parents, Aunts, Uncles, Grandparents - basically it's a family

thing. There were only a few areas that were - let's just say "tricked up" - but you have done your

homework thoroughly with multi-national government response teams, tactics etc... But THE THING

THAT (aside from the whole story from the first book to the 12th being AMAZING and UNIQUE), I

THAT ONE SIDE OF MY FAMILY IS IRISH and the other is ITALIAN - leaving me 50/50 (don't let

my name fool you - I'm married)My point though is both these cultures take our folklore VERY

serious and once again you surprised me that you were incredibly detailed - there were phrases you

used that literally brought me back to my childhood where, when the call of the Military actually

allowed us all to get together and my Grandparents would tell us about our heritage. THANK YOU

FOR GETTING IT RIGHT. *** SPOILER ALERT ***Aside from my personal reaction to these books

due to what I explained, you brilliantly blended actually "known" expectations of some aspects or

species, then flipped a few to a different imagery, wrapped in today's culture with the old, plugged in

the alphabet soup of government agencies, and also threw in half a dozen religions! Oh, and of

course found more worlds ....... you Sir have a GIFT OF YOUR OWN.I am looking forward to

reading your next book (or how many more you would like to - I am hoping that you have continued

success and happiness in writing, because quite frankly I am very tired of other authors that have

left millions of us hanging from some lame excuse or another - and I am willing to bet you are NOT

like them at all)I AM ALSO IN AGREEMENT - VAMPIRES SHOULD NOT SPARKLE!



Its the Demon Accords series not that there is much demon in this book but still the great characters

and storyline. I of course jump on the books in this series as soon as available. In fact read this one

twice because I read it the first time in two days. Definitely looking forward to the next book. If you

are this far in the series why would you stop! An even better plus the story and quality of writing has

stayed top notch, very consistent.

I seriously love these books. I like how the good guys keep increasing their powers, but then have

to face more powerful bad guys, and the bad guys aren't Dragonball Z esque, in the sense that they

don't fight the most powerful being in the universe only to fight the REAL most powerful being next

book, and then once defeated find out that this most powerful being isn't at his full strength he

needs to power up which he conveniently does several times while the fight commences. No these

books set up villains that feel organic and believable.

As per usual, John Conroe delivers with his newest Demons Accords book. There's a nice balance

of action, suspense and intrigue and the pacing is spot on. The story never gets boring and it's hard

to find a good point to put the book down (it's easier to just set aside a day and read the entire book

in one sitting). New, more powerful enemies (and some potential allies) are revealed which test the

team's abilities and heightens the tension in the story.There's a new viewpoint from a familiar

character which helps flesh out more about the major characters, helping to show how the major

characters are seen by others. The new viewpoint also helps to shed more light on the character

themselves and their motivations. The character building is brilliant as always with believable

motivations and reactions. The new setting is also dealt with very well, tying in elements from

different mythological sources in a clever way. I'm looking forward to the next release and a

continuation of the story.
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